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Hua-Hua Chang, University of Texas Jiahe Qian, Educational Testing Service Zhiliang Ying, Rutgers University Chang & Ying's (1999) computerized adaptive testing item-selection procedure stratifies the item bank according to a parameter values and requires b parameter values to be evenly distributed across all strata. Thus, a and b parameter values must be incorporated into how strata are formed. A refinement is proposed, based on Weiss ' (1973) Chang & Ying (1999) proposed an a-stratified (AS) method for item selection in computerized adaptive testing (CAT). They demonstrated that, when it was used for certain types of item banks, the item exposure rates were automatically controlled while maintaining the accuracy in trait (θ) estimation. Item exposure control and the related test security issues have been a major concern in the development and implementation of CAT. CAT typically selects an item to maximize precision in estimating an examinee's θ . In doing so, certain items tend to be used more often than others, making item exposure rates uneven. Various remedies to control high item exposure rates have been proposed (e.g., McBride & Martin, 1983; Parshall, Davey, & Nering, 1998; Stocking & Lewis, 1995; Sympson & Hetter, 1985; Thomasson, 1995; van der Linden, 1998) .
When the three-parameter logistic model (3PLM) is used, the probability of an examinee with latent trait θ j giving a correct response to item i (Y i = 1) is
where a i is the item discrimination parameter, b i is the difficulty parameter, and c i is the guessing parameter. A standard approach to item selection in CAT has been to select the item with the maximum Fisher item information as the next item (Lord, 1980, pp. 151-153 ) at the currently estimated trait level,θ. Using the Fisher information function, items with high a values have high information, provided that b is close toθ. Consequently, items with high a values tend to be exposed more frequently than items with low information.
The AS method directly controls item exposure rates by altering the item-selection process. In this method, items are stratified into K strata based on their a values. Accordingly, the item selection process is divided into K stages. In the first stage, items are selected from the first stratum, which corresponds to the items with the lowest a values. In the second stage, items are selected from the second stratum. In the Kth stage, items are selected within the Kth level. The rationale behind this approach is: 1. Because estimation of θ could be inaccurate early in the test, it is more appropriate to use low a items. Likewise, items with high a can be more efficiently used later in the test (Chang & Ying, 1996) . 2. Selection based largely on item information typically leads to the over-exposure of highly discriminating items. a stratification forces a balanced exposure for all items. The AS method assumes that the examinee's θ can be matched closely with suitable items at every stage. In other words, at the kth stage, there should be items available with b values that are sufficiently close toθ. This entails that the distribution of b should not be influenced by the stratification-i.e., a and b should be uncorrelated. In practice, however, this assumption rarely holds. In fact, a and b parameter estimates often are positively correlated (Lord & Wingersky, 1984) . Shortage of lower b items in those strata could cause low b items to be selected more frequently. Parshall, Hogarty, & Kromrey (1999) reported that maximum exposure rates were very high when the AS method was used with some operational item banks. An obvious modification to the AS selection method is to balance the distributions of b values among all strata. This can be done by either reassigning items across strata after stratification or by pre-partitioning the item bank before stratification. The latter approach is simpler to implement and follows ideas developed by Weiss (1973) in his stratified adaptive test.
AS CAT With b Blocking
A refinement of Chang & Ying's (1999) AS method is introduced. In the AS with b blocking (BAS) method, the basic idea is to force each stratum to have a balanced distribution of b values to ensure a good match of θ for different examinees. This is important, because one of the major goals of CAT is to provide such matching. The BAS method is implemented in the following steps: block, the first stratum contains those items with the lowest a values within the block, and the Kth stratum contains items with the highest a values. This stratification procedure is essentially the same as that of Chang & Ying (1999) , except that it is performed within a b block. 3. For k = 1, 2, . . . , K, recombine the kth stratum items across M blocks into a single stratum.
There are now K strata. 4. Divide the test into K stages. 5. In the kth stage, select items from the kth stratum based on the closeness of b values to the current estimate of θ for an examinee. 6. Repeat
Step 5 for k = 1, 2, . . . , K. Each stratum formed in Step 3 covers approximately the same range of b values. When a and b are uncorrelated, all the strata generated in Steps 1, 2, and 3 should be similar to those formed with Chang & Ying's (1999) AS method, because Steps 1 and 2 essentially yield the same two-way partition as the two-way cross-classification given by a and b under the assumption of no correlation. The two methods will result in different kinds of stratification when a and b are correlated.
The BAS method stipulates even distributions of b values across all strata. However, it also might increase the sample variances of the within-stratum a values. Thus, it is possible that low strata (small values of k) could contain items with high a values, and high strata (large values of k) could contain items with low a values. On average, though, a values will increase in k. Ideally, it is preferable to keep high a items for use in later stages of a test. The increased variability of a values could lead to less-efficient use of items. This is not a very serious problem. It is more important to match b with θ than to adjust a. Also, in the event that θ is not well matched with b, the efficiency could become worse if an item with a higher a value is used (Chang & Ying, 1996) .
Simulation Study
A simulation study was conducted to investigate the performance of the BAS method in terms of estimation efficiency, effectiveness in item bank utilization, and test security. Item parameters for the 3PLM from a retired quantitative test from the GRE were used as the item bank. The bank contained 360 items.
Method
The methods used to design and evaluate the simulation study were similar to those of Chang & Ying (1999) . However, because the main objective here was to assess possible improvements for the modified stratification, the comparisons were made only between the BAS and the original AS methods.
Design. A fixed test length of 40 items was used. 3,000 θ values were generated from a standard normal N(0, 1) distribution. The 3PLM was used to estimate the item parameters. At each θ value, the item response for each selected item was generated based on the item response function at θ and the corresponding item parameters. Figure 1 shows the scatterplot of estimated as and bs for the 360-item bank.
For the AS method, the item bank was partitioned into four strata in ascending order of a values, where the first stratum contained items with the lowest as and the fourth stratum contained items with the highest as.
For BAS, the item bank was also partitioned into four levels, but the item bank was first blocked into 90 groups that were homogeneous in b. Each group consisted of four items that had the most similar bs. In other words, the first group contained four items with the four lowest bs and the 90th group contained four items with the four highest bs. Next, the item with the lowest a value was taken from each of the 90 groups to form the first level. The item with the second-lowest a then was taken from each of the 90 groups to form the second level. The third and fourth levels were created in the same way, containing items with the third-and fourth-lowest as, respectively. Each level contained 90 items. Table 1 gives summary statistics for the two stratification methods. In both cases, the mean as for the four levels were naturally ordered. As expected, the standard deviations (SDs) of the as for the AS method were smaller than those for BAS. An important feature in the BAS method is that the means and SDs for the bs were approximately the same across all levels and similar to the overall mean and SD given by the first column of Table 1 . This corresponds with the original objective of the BAS method. On the other hand, for the AS method, the means of b values noticeably varied across strata. Maximum likelihood estimation was used to estimate θ in both methods. The estimates areθ j,AS andθ j,BAS , respectively, for the AS and BAS stratification methods.
Item selection. For both methods, the initial three items were selected as described by Chang & Ying (1999) . That is, the initial item was selected with (a 1 , b 1 , c 1 ) = (1, b 0 , .2) , where b 0 was randomly selected from N(0, 1). If the first item was answered correctly, then the b parameter for the second item became b 2 = b 1 + 2; otherwise, b 2 = b 1 − 2. a 2 and c 2 remained unchanged. The remaining items were selected according to Step 5 above, but two items with the closest b values were selected first, and then one of the two was randomly selected. This procedure guaranteed randomized item selection.
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Evaluation. The evaluation criteria used by Chang & Ying (1999) were used. Bias and mean squared error (MSE) were computed for AS and BAS. The bias and MSE are, respectively,
and
where N = 3,000 simulees, andθ j and θ j are the estimated and true trait levels for the j th simulee. Chang & Ying (1999) proposed a χ 2 statistic to measure the skewness of the exposure rate distribution,
where er i is the observed exposure rate for the j th item, L = 40 is the test length, and n = 360 is the number of items in the item bank. Test overlap rate, which is the expected number of common items encountered by two randomly selected examinees divided by L, was also measured. (For the rationale behind this criterion, see Chang & Ying, 1999.) Results Table 2 summarizes the simulation results. Correlations between θ andθ were comparable for the two methods (approximately .96). However, for examinees with true θ s less than −1.95, the BAS method had a higher ρ θ,θ (.607, compared to .321 for the AS method). These results suggest that the BAS method might improve θ estimation for examinees with extreme values. In addition, the BAS method performed better than the AS method in terms of reducing bias and MSE. The BAS method also made more efficient use of the item bank. Of the 360 items, only eight had exposure rates below 5% when the BAS method was used. When the AS method was used, there were 48 such items. The χ 2 measure for BAS was approximately one-fifth of that for AS,
Thus, approximately 74% of the skewness in the BAS method was reduced relative to the AS method. The test overlap rates were 17.4% and 12.4% for the AS and BAS methods, respectively. Specifically, the average number of overlapping items was seven for the AS method and five for the BAS method. Following Chang & Zhang (in press ), a lower bound for the overlap rate for this dataset should be 11%. The BAS method resulted in a rate quite close to that theoretical lower bound. Figure 2 shows item exposure rates for the 360 items. For the AS method (Figure 2a ), there were many items that had unacceptably high exposure rates (greater than .2). These items all came from Strata 3 and 4 (items with high as), which had low bs. The overexposure apparently was due to a lack of low b items within those strata. This can be seen from Figure 1 , which shows the positive correlation between a and b. Table 1 shows that the mean of the bs was .14. In Stratum 3, it was .30; in Stratum 4, mean b was .74. Because the 3,000 θ s were generated from a normal distribution, a lack of low b items in Strata 3 and 4 resulted in the overexposure of low b items within the strata (Figure 2a ). Such overexposure did not occur for the BAS method ( Figure 2b ). Figure 3 shows scatterplots of θ andθ for both methods. The solid line represents the 45 • line. The plots indicate that the AS and BAS methods essentially were unbiased. Also, they show that the BAS method resulted in substantial improvements for examinees with θ s below −1.95. This is consistent with the correlations in Table 2 .
Conclusions
The AS method performs well for ideal item banks with uncorrelated a and b parameters. However, it leads to problems when a and b are correlated. In particular, the AS method can result in overexposure of certain items, as well as loss of efficiency due to the inability to match bs with θ s. The BAS method provides a simple and effective solution through a two-stage stratification. The first stage can be thought of as a preemptive measure to force a balanced distribution of b values. As a result, each stratum formed at the second stage covers a wide spectrum of b values. Simulation results showed that the new method performed well in a dataset with moderately correlated as and bs. The BAS method improved item exposure rates and reduced MSE.
The two-stage stratification can be generalized to a multi-stage process to deal with many other practical issues in CAT designs. For example, it can be used to achieve content balance. The item bank could first be partitioned into blocks of equal size according to their content similarity, in addition to their bs. Then, within each block, items would be stratified into K levels according to as. Items of the same level then would be combined to form a stratum so that K strata will be formed.
Because most overexposure problems are caused by over-selecting certain types of items, preventing over-selection and making more efficient use of item banks could be a more direct approach to solving these problems. This general principle can be used in resolving many important issues (e.g., item exposure control, content balance, and item selection under multiple constraints) in CAT without resorting to complex solutions.
Many further improvements on the BAS method are possible. Some hybrids with other existing methods are fruitful, especially for certain types of item banks that would not satisfactorily work in the BAS method (e.g., Leung, Chang, & Hau, 2001 ). The BAS method incorporates Weiss's (1973) idea of stratification according to b values into the AS scheme of Chang & Ying (1999) . To this end, it could be helpful to combine the proposed method with some existing methods (e.g., Chang & Ying, 1996; Eggen, 1999; Sympson & Hetter, 1985; van der Linden, 1998) . 
